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Abstract
The objectives of the present study were to investigate the timing regulation of batting
motion in a case of the thrown fastball in comparison with the known and unknown situa‑
tions with regard to the various kinds of the thrown balls. Nine pitchers and 9 batters par‑
ticipated in this study after giving informed consent. The pitchers were requested to throw
the various kinds of ball to the strike zone from a pitcher’s mound. The batters were re‑
quested to hit the thrown ball by the pitchers. In this study, we set up two situations: the
known situation and the unknown situation. The known situation was a situation that the
pitcher announces the type of pitch to the batter. The unknown situation was a situation
that the pitcher does not announce the type of pitch to the batter. The successful trial of
the batter was to be hitting the type of pitch squarely, while the failed trial of the batter
was to be missing the ball. Pitching motions for the pitchers were recorded using two high‑
speed video cameras. Batting motions for the batters were recorded using an automatic
motion capture system. The ground reaction forces acting on the feet of the pitcher and of
the batter from the ground were collected using two force platforms. The hitting sounds
for each batting trial were recorded into the measurement system using a microphone to
estimate at the instant of the ball‑bat impact. In the analysis of correlation, only signiﬁcant
positive correlation for the known situation was found between four batting phases (T1B,
T2B, T3B, and T4B) and the three pitching phases (T1P，T2P, and T3P). In the period of the
batting phase, the average horizontal angular velocity of the lower trunk was signiﬁcantly
larger for the unknown situation than for the known situation. Also, the maximum horizontal
angular velocity of the bat was signiﬁcantly larger for the unknown situation than for the
known situation. The joint movement indexes of the left shoulder and elbow during the
swing phase were larger for the unknown situation than for the known situation. These re‑
sults suggest that the timing strategy of batting motion for the unknown situation is diﬀer‑
ent from that of batting motion for the known situation.







手の投球動作のみ (Sakurai et al, 1993; 宮西
ほか, 1996; 島田ほか, 2000)、ないしは打者
の打撃動作のみ (Mason, 1987; 田内ほか ,





















の投手 9 名（年齢 19.3±1.7 歳、身長
1.73±0.05 m、体重 72.9±6.9 kg、競技年数
11.6±2.2 年）と右打ちの打者 9名（年齢
19.9±1.8 歳、身長 1.73±0.04 m、体重







実験は投手 9名（高校生 3名、大学生 6























































































































































































































ることが報告されている (Shank and Hay‑
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